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BUTTERFLY RIDGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL REDISTRICTING STUDY FINAL REPORT

Butterfly Ridge, a new elementary school that will be located on Butterfly Lane in Frederick City, will
begin construction in the spring of 2017 and open in the fall of 2018. A redistricting study to establish
the attendance area for the new school began in the summer of 2016. CropperGIS was hired to assist
with the data collection and analysis, evaluation of options and community engagement. The study was
led by the FCPS Facilities Planning staff with input from FCPS transportation, fiscal services, curriculum,
communications, school administrators and staff, and school communities. Board of Education (BOE)
Policy 200 School Attendance Areas and Redistricting and FCPS Regulation 100-2 Redistricting provided
guidance for the study. The goals outlined in the BOE Strategic Plan also served as direction to staff
with regards to community engagement and the preparation of recommendations to the BOE.
This report outlines the scope of work, methodology, community engagement, and recommendation for
the new attendance area for Butterfly Ridge Elementary School (ES) as well as the adjustments to
existing attendance areas.

SCOPE OF WORK
The purpose of the study is to establish a new attendance area for Butterfly Ridge ES and to adjust
middle and high school feeder patterns in response to the new elementary attendance areas. Ten
elementary, five middle, and four high school attendance areas were included in the study area. The
schools include Ballenger Creek, Carroll Manor, Hillcrest, Lincoln, Orchard Grove, Parkway, Tuscarora,
Valley, Waverley, and Whittier elementary schools; Ballenger Creek, Brunswick, Crestwood, Monocacy,
and West Frederick middle schools; and Brunswick, Frederick, Governor TJ, and Tuscarora high schools.
There are almost 15,700 preK-12th grade students living within the study area. This is approximately
38% of the total Frederick County Public School students.
METHODOLOGY
Facilities planning staff followed the process outlined in BOE Policy 200.2.D as they collected data,
analyzed options, and engaged the community. CropperGIS was hired to assist with the data collection
and analysis, development of options, and community engagement. Throughout the study, staff was
guided by the factors found in BOE Policy 200.2.C as they worked through various options and crafted
the final recommendation.
FCPS student data, as of September 30, 2016, was collected and geocoded for this study. The geocoded
student data was aggregated to provide the following information:
 current enrollments
 current number of students, by grade level, living within the existing attendance areas
 current number of students eligible for free and reduced meals
 number of students living within walk areas
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potential number students from approved active residential developments
current feeder patterns and percentage of students attending schools where feeder patterns are
split
number of students, by grade level, living within new attendance areas for various options and
recommendation
projected number of students, by grade level, living within new recommended attendance areas
for the 2018-19 school year

Each existing elementary school attendance area was divided into planning blocks with input from the
school staff and communities. Planning blocks allow student data, such as enrollments by grade level, to
be evaluated in manageable geographic areas. In addition, community members could easily locate
their neighborhood and identify a planning block when discussing potential revisions to attendance
boundaries rather than having to find a specific address.
As various options were evaluated, staff determined that it was best to use the number of students
living within the existing or proposed attendance areas in comparing options rather than use current
enrollments. As shown in table 1, there were discrepancies, often significant ones, between the
enrollment and the number of students living within the attendance areas. This discrepancy is likely
due to out of district transfers. However, it is impossible to know if the parents of those students would
continue to request an out of district transfer following the redistricting. Therefore, the only logical
methodology is to compare current live-in enrollments to live-in enrollments of the recommended
attendance areas and to project the 2018-19 enrollments using the live-in numbers. These numbers can
be found in the tables’ columns labeled live-in Enrollment. Live-in enrollments were also used to
determine the percentage of students eligible for free and reduced meals in the recommended
attendance areas.
Following final approval of the revised attendance boundaries by the BOE, the new attendance
boundary maps will be prepared. Completion of the study in spring/summer of 2017 will allow a year
for new bus routes to be created and school administration to adjust staffing in response to the new
enrollment projections associated with the new attendance boundaries. The new attendance
boundaries will go into effect with the start of the 2018-19 school year when the new Butterfly Ridge ES
opens.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Throughout the entire project, FCPS engaged the school communities in meaningful activities that
allowed parents to fully participate in the redistricting process. Many opportunities were given to the
school communities at key points throughout the study to provide input. In addition, at every stage of
the redistricting study, staff provided detailed information and regular updates via public meetings,
project website and social media. FCPS was committed to giving the stakeholders a voice in the
redistricting process.
A project website was created at http://www.fcps.org/facilities/Butterfly-Ridge-Redistricting.cfm . The
schedule of public meetings was posted on the project page including recordings of the public meetings
and all information presented at the meetings. A project email address was created to accept
comments and questions regarding the study at BRESRedistrict@fcps.org .
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Three sets of public meetings were held during the study. After an initial phase of data collection, staff
held the first round of public meetings in October 2016 to introduce the study, scope of work,
methodology and schedule. The community was also asked to consider the relative importance of the
factors included in Board Policy 200.
The second round of meetings was held in mid-November at Hillcrest Elementary, Orchard Grove
Elementary and Tuscarora Elementary. At these meetings, a map with potential new attendance areas
as a discussion starter was shared with the community. Participants worked in groups to identify what
they liked and disliked about the potential new attendance areas and could suggest changes. Several
maps showing background information were available for reference. Community members who were
unable to attend the second round of meetings could review the discussion starter map and background
information on the project website or in the schools where maps were hung. Comments could be sent
to the project email address.
The third round of meetings were held in January and February 2017 at all ten of the elementary schools
included in the study. Those who attended the meetings heard a brief presentation of two options
(Options 9 & 10) that staff were considering for the new Butterfly Ridge attendance area as well as the
adjustments to existing attendance areas and were asked to comment on what they liked and disliked
about each option. Options 9 & 10 can be found in the appendix. A meeting was also recorded and
posted on the project website along with the maps of the proposed options for those who were unable
to attend the public meetings in person. Option maps were also available in the schools in the study
area. Comments received during the meetings and via the project email address were considered by
staff in the development of the recommendation to the Superintendent.
Spanish, French, Burmese, and American Sign Language translation services were available at all the
meetings where services were requested. Every attempt was also made to make all written documents
available in both English and Spanish.

SUPERINTENDENT’S RECOMMENDATION
One of the first factors to become clear in the redistricting study is that there is not enough elementary
school capacity within the study area to meet the elementary needs of the area even with the additional
725 elementary seats in the new Butterfly Ridge ES. As of September 2016, there were 6,660
elementary students living within the study area while the current total elementary school state rated
capacity, including the new elementary school, is 6,424. Given this factor, the geographic location of the
students and consideration of the factors found in Board Policy 200.2.C, several elementary schools will
require portable classrooms following the implementation of the redistricting recommendation.
Additional elementary school capacity is dependent on the future addition to Waverley ES, scheduled in
the out years of the six year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP).
In the time between the second and third round of meetings described above, staff considered many
different options, each addressing the factors found in Board Policy 200.2 to different degrees. At the
end of this deliberation, staff took Options 9 & 10 to public meetings and asked the school communities
to express what they liked and disliked about each option. Transportation staff and school
administration staff were also asked to comment on each option. Following the public meetings,
facilities planning staff, in consultation with CropperGIS, crafted a recommended attendance area for
the new Butterfly Ridge ES along with recommended corresponding revisions to existing attendance
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areas. This recommendation considers not only the factors outlined in Board Policy 200.2.C but also
comments received during the public meetings and submitted to the redistricting email address.
The recommended attendance area for the new Butterfly Ridge ES, as shown in Map 1 of the appendix,
draws from the existing Waverley, Hillcrest and Orchard Grove elementary schools. Hillcrest ES
attendance area was further reduced by moving neighborhoods north of U.S. Route 40 to the Lincoln ES
attendance area while neighborhoods in the current Lincoln ES attendance area were moved to Parkway
and Tuscarora elementary schools’ attendance areas. A portion of Tuscarora ES’s attendance area was
moved to Carroll Manor ES, and the Point of Rock/Canal Run neighborhood in Carroll Manor ES
attendance area was moved to Valley ES. Whittier and Ballenger Creek elementary school attendance
areas remain unchanged.
These adjustments to the elementary school attendance areas move just over 1,200 elementary
students from one attendance area to another. Map 1 in the appendix illustrates the new
recommended elementary school attendance boundaries while Map 2 illustrates those areas that are
moved from an existing elementary school attendance area to a new elementary school attendance
area in the redistricting study recommendation. Map 3 provides a detailed look at the new Butterfly
Ridge ES attendance area.
In considering the various options and scenarios for the new and adjusted attendance areas, staff was
guided by the factors found in Board Policy 200.2.C. Staff endeavored to:
 Balance current enrollments while also providing capacity for students projected to come from
active approved residential developments;
 Minimize the impact on students and neighborhoods;
 Recognize the existing diverse cultures within the communities
 Minimize the impact on specialized programs;
 Maximize the number of students who could walk to school while minimizing the number of
students who would need to be transported;
 Minimize the need for split feeders;
 Minimize operating and capital costs to implement the redistricting; and
 Consider the educational welfare of the students.

The recommended attendance areas for the elementary schools included in the redistricting study area
balance enrollments with the exception of Tuscarora, Valley, Waverley and Whittier elementary schools.
While these four elementary schools are anticipated to be over capacity when the redistricting is
implemented in the 2018-19 school year, the table below shows that it is anticipated that there will be
far fewer portable classrooms in the study area than before the redistricting. In addition, as noted
above, additional capacity is scheduled in the Educational Facilities Master Plan (EFMP) for Waverley ES
in five years.
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Figure 1
Current and Anticipated Portable Classrooms
Current
Anticipated
Number
Number
of Portable of Portable
Classrooms Classrooms*
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
0
6
0
2
0
7
3
0
1
17
11
8
8

Ballenger Creek ES
Butterfly Ridge ES
Carroll Manor ES
Hillcrest ES
Lincoln ES
Orchard Grove ES
Parkway ES
Tuscarora ES
Valley ES
Waverley ES
Whittier ES
TOTAL

60

23

*Using projected enrollment and assuming 23 students/portable

When considering new attendance boundaries, staff was also mindful of residential development that
had been approved by Frederick County and Frederick City within the study area and was actively
building dwelling units. The number of projected elementary school students from active developments
are summarized in Table 3 in the appendix. Table 3 indicates the anticipated number of elementary
students, by attendance area, for these developments at build-out. These numbers primarily reflect
students from large active residential developments such as Ballenger Run, Jefferson Tech Park, Linton,
West View South and Waverley View. Each development has a different build-out schedule but the
impact of these developments is included in the projected enrollment for 2018-19 school year found in
Table 1.
Being mindful of the culturally diverse community and seeking to limit the impact on neighborhoods,
staff also considered the demographics of the communities. The recommended attendance boundaries
recognize the existing diversity of the communities and preserve those school communities that can
walk to their schools. Table 2 of the appendix shows that there is no significant difference in the
percentage of students eligible for free and reduced meals between the current attendance areas and
the recommended attendance areas. Therefore, these recommendations do not result in new schools
eligible for Title 1 funding.
Staff was also able to minimize the impact on split feeders, maintaining only four split feeders within the
study area. As shown in Tables 5 and 6 of the appendix, Ballenger Creek, Lincoln, Orchard Grove and
Tuscarora elementary schools remain as split feeders. Carroll Manor is no longer a split feeder. It feeds
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only to Ballenger Creek MS in the recommended attendance areas. The new Butterfly Ridge ES feeds to
both Crestwood and Monocacy middle schools but the split is equitable with 45% of the students
moving on to Crestwood MS and 55% going to Monocacy MS.
At the middle school level, staff limited the boundary adjustments to those areas necessary to ensure an
equitable split feeder. Map 5 shows the three small areas recommended be moved from West
Frederick MS to Monocacy and Crestwood middle schools and the area moved from Crestwood MS to
Ballenger MS. Map 4 depicts the recommended middle school attendance areas for the entire study
area and Map 6 provides a detailed look at the attendance boundaries recommended to be changed. In
all, the total number of middle school students impacted by the recommendations is 212.
At the high school level, boundary adjustments were made consistent with the middle school
adjustments. Again, this ensured that split feeders were minimized. Map 8 shows the two small areas
moved from Frederick HS to Governor TJ HS and Tuscarora HS to Frederick HS. Map 7 depicts the
recommended high school attendance areas for the entire study area, and Map 9 provides a detailed
look at the high school attendance area centered on the recommended changes to Frederick
HS/Governor TJ HS attendance areas. In all, only 96 high school students are impacted by these
recommendations.
This recommendation is the culmination of a year’s worth of planning and engagement efforts. The
recommendation is a viable option that has taken into account the factors in BOE Policy 200. Most
importantly, throughout the entire process, staff kept the educational welfare of the students foremost
in the consideration of the various options.

